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p-SyStem 
LEUCO System Philosophy

Jointing Chamfering rabbeting grooving

PeeL it, See it, feeL it!

 I best cutting quality in the whole industry 
segment

 I long edge lives
 I materials and applications which have 
been considered as technically impossi-
ble so far.

PeeLing – the revoLutionary 
wood ProCeSSing teChnoLogy 
by meanS of the Patented 
P-SyStem in Stationary and 
through-feed ProCeSSing 
for Jointing, Chamfering, 
rabbeting and grooving.

Video about 
www.leuco.com / 
LEUCO p-System 

For through-feed machines with tiltable motors 
and 5-axis machines, a p-System rabbeting cut-
ter with all cutting qualities on the rabbeting and 
periphery side is possible. Folding cuts can be 
made with the p-System rabbeting cutter, too. 
Rabbeting is also possible with a non-tiltable 
motor or a 3-axis machining center. On the rab-
bet side a good but conventional cutting quality 
has to be accepted and not all of the p-System 
tools can be reached.

NEW application!

p-SyStem 
grooving Cutter
Brilliant quality

Especially in the case of small grooving 
depths it is difficult to reach a good quality 
with conventional tools.
Thanks to the new grooving shank-type cut-
ter on p-System basis the usual p-System 
quality of the edges is obtained already with 
1 mm grooving depth. The p-System groo-
ving cutter even removes and replaces faults 
in the veneer. 

It goes without saying that the 
cutter can also handle all other 
grooving operations such as the 
milling of pockets or 
cut-outs. 

It is availa-
ble for vario-
us groove 
width and 
depths.

Application

p-SyStem 
rabbeting CutterS
Brilliant quality
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LeuCo P-SyStem ProfiLe CutterS 
for Saw miLL PLantS 
Chip-free surfaces and edge lives which have not been possible so far

LEUCO innovation in cooperation with the saw mill specialist Esterer WD GmbH (EWD)

Thanks to the new development of the pro-
file cutter on p-System basis together with 
the saw mill specialist EWD, the revolutiona-
ry shear angle patented by LEUCO found its 
way into the saw mill technology. 

Advantage: chip-free surfaces
In saw mills, the first step of the 
production chain, chip-free quali-
ty like in the furniture industry is 
of outstanding importance. 
Conventional profile cutters ba-
sed on wood chip knives remo-
ving the wood edge to cut off the 
respective side board often create 
chippings in the knotty areas 
around the branches. If these 
chippings are larger than the cutting width 
of the saw blade which separates the side 
board, the principle products is damaged. 
This problem is often solved by an allowance 
on the sawn timber which has to be planed 
away later and which logically leads to a 

higher top diameter of the log which is used 
for the cutting plan. 
Thanks to the chip-free quality produced by 
the LEUCO p-System Profile Cutter the allo-
wance can be omitted, the planing efforts 

decrease and the wood 
yield can be increased. 
In addition, no more wa-
ste due to knotty areas in 
the principle product is 
produced. To generate 
these advantages, the 
only thing that has to be 
done is to replace the 
wood chip knives used so 

far by LEUCO p-System Profile 
Cutters. 

Advantages: overwhelming edge lives 
which have not been possible so far
The LEUCO profile cutters work and work 
and work. In the test, after 2,000,000 run-
ning meters the lowest knives were turned 
to bring the next of the 4 cutting edges into 
operation. At this time, the quality was still 
perfect, only the slowly increasing current 
consumption of the motors suggested the 
turning of the knife. 
The reduction of plant downtimes by itself, 
due to the changing, resharpening and adju-
sting of the wood chip knives already pays 
for the new LEUCO p-System Profile Cutters. 
Thanks to the segmented construction of 
the new tool, the tool change does not take 
more time than for the knives used so far. 
The segments are screwed out, new seg-

So far, all profile cutters in the saw 
mills are used in combination with 
finishing saw blades which have 
to be changed regularly like the 
knives. The new p-System profile 
cutter does no longer need a saw 
blade. 
Thus, the permanent saw blade 
change can be dropped.
It works with finishing cutting 
edges whose edge lives are clearly 
longer than those of the saw 
blades.

ComPariSon: PreviouS way and new 
ProfiLe Cutter on P-SyStem baSiS

LEUCO p-System Profile Cutter with 
exchangeable turnover knives positioned 
under a large shear angle. The tool is built with 
exchangeable segments.

p-System profiling head in a chipping line

ments are mounted and the turning of the 
knives can be comfortably made in the 
sharpening room while the plant has long 
since been in operation again.

Advantage: chips can directly be used 
for the production of pellets 
Nowadays, perfect wood chips are no lon-
ger required for paper production. In the 
meantime, a high percentage of the chips 
is used directly for pellet production. Nor-
mally, the wood chips have to be shredded 
once again. However, the pellet-like chips 
created by the LEUCO p-System can direct-
ly be further processed to pellets. 

If this cannot be called a revolution, what 
can be?

Above left: previous wood chips and new chips 
suitable for pellet 
Below: Profiling quality of the LEUCO 
p-System profile cutter

»You have to pay 
attention to not for-
get this station in the line, 
as very little effort will 
be required for it in 
future.«

Quotation of a pilot 
saw mill customer
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Reduction of downtimes

In the case of end-grain cutting, the p-System often allows to pass the edge against the feed without 
causing edge chipping. This also works with edged workpiece materials depending on edge thickness 
and board quality; tool changes are no longer necessary, machine downtimes can be reduced. 

Milling with finish-cut quality without 
postprocessing

The p-System produces edges in finish-cut 
quality, time-consuming sanding is no longer 
necessary.

Chip-free jointing of 
veneerd boards

The cutting edges of the p-System cut veneer 
like a sharp knife. Across the veneer they 
hardly exert cutting force and make a clean 
cut, regardless whether the veneer overlap is 2 
or 10 mm.

Long edge lives in the case of high-gloss 
material with protection foil

As soon as the foil was no longer cleanly cut, 
the tools were changed. Thanks to the shear 
angle design the p-System cuts the foil „sharp 
as a razor“ which allows to benefit from the 
whole edge life of the cutter.

SuPerior Performance with the P-SyStem – 
eaSy miLLing of Lightweight PaneLS
Why is it problematic to process light-
weight woods?
The boards are made of lightweight woods 
such as poplar, Ceiba etc. These wood types 
however, are very fibrous and the cutting of 
the fibres is difficult. The materials can be ea-
sily processed, however, it is not easy to ob-
tain a smooth surface.

Why is the LEUCO p-System the ideal tool 
system?
Especially thanks to the LEUCO p-System 
fibres can be cut extremely well. This results 
in a good cutting quality not only along the 
grain but also across the grain. Thus, in wood-
based panels such as plywood a clearly incre-
ased surface quality can be obtained already 

by milling as the critical cutting direction 
across the grain determines the cutting qua-
lity of these materials. The round opening on 
the pictures clearly shows the difference in 
quality. The p-System cut separates all layers 
cleanly, the turnover knife cut creates a raw 
surface in all layers across the grain. 

Machining of solid wood with a diamond-
tipped tool
In addition, we want to point out that the 
LEUCO p-System tool is a diamond tool with 
a much longer edge life than a carbide-tip-
ped turnover knife tool. So far, the meaning 
was that such materials consisting of solid 
wood layers require the sharper cutting edge 
of tungsten carbide.

New: Opening in the same poplar plywood 
processed by means of a diamond-tipped LEUCO 
p-System tool. It can be seen and felt that all 
layers have a smooth and clean surface in spite 
of the difficult fibrous wood type poplar.

So far: Jointing quality with TC tipped turn over 
knives 

new QuaLity dimenSionS and aPPLiCation PoSSibiLitieS
Peeling - The revolutionary wood processing technology by LEUCO

Applications

»We are processing 
veneered honeycomb 
panels. Up to now we had 
to change the knives 3 
times a day. Now, after 
5.5 months working with 
the p-System we changed 
the tool for the first time. 
We saved 100 hours of 
machine downtimes.«

processor of honey comb panels

finiShed! chiP-free!

Save time!

Protection foiL!
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Hogger PowerTec III
Since its market launch approx. 2 years ago, 
the DP hogger PowerTec III has developed to 
the LEUCO best-seller among the DP com-
pact hoggers.
Compared to the PowerTec predecessors, the 
difference is that - thanks to a new manu-factu-
ring process - the finish-cut cutting edge (nega-
tive hook angle) and the pre-hogging cutting 
edge (positive hook angle) can be positioned on 
one wing. This allows twice as many cutting 
edges with the same diameter, i.e. the possible 
feed rate on double-end tenoners is almost wit-
hout limits. In the meantime, the PowerTec III 
hogger is applied with a feed rate of more than 
100 m/min with excellent edge lives. 

LeuCo PowerteC „iii“ and „toPLine iii“
High-Speed and hogging of materials, which were unthinkable 

Selective optimization of single features of 
the „PowerTec III Topline“

 I The peripheral cutting edge is subject to the 
highest mechanical strain which is why it 
partly shows signs of bad damage at the 
end of the edge life. LEUCO geometrically 
optimized these peripheral cutting edges. 
Less material has to be removed when res-
harpening which increases the number of 
possible resharpenings. 

 I The number of pre-hogging cutting edges is 
adapted to the number of finish-cut cutting 
edges as well. 

 I Even middle layers of extremely poor quali-
ty can be cut with excellent cutting quality 
and edge lives. This advantage pays parti-
cularly when cutting against the grain when 
the cutting edges emerge against the edge.

Benefits
 I  Optimized 
peripheral 
cutting edge

 I  Number of pre-hogging cutting = 
number of finish-cut cutting edges

 I Number of resharpenings increases
 I High quality when cutting against the 
grain when the cutting edges emerge 
against the edge

 I Feed rate of more than 100 m/min with 
excellent edge lives

Benefits
 I Raker and finish-
cut tooth on one wing

 I Feed rate of more than 100m/min 
with excellent edge lives

 I Hogging of materials – which were 
unthinkable for a long time

through-feed

cutting QuaLity

through-feed SPeed

noiSe reduction

 chiP caPtion

 interfaceS

LEUCO Hogger
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This new design of the tools was made pos-
sible only thanks to LEUCO ś most up-to-
date production know-how.

a tooL Like out of the wind tunneL
LowNoise brazed DIA Jointing Cutter

The changes are in the detail and have 
great effects. 
The task was to reduce the noise of the stan-
dard jointing cutter considerably without 
renouncing on the advantage of a brazed 
tool. 
Thanks to the change of the gullets and the 
tooth backs the air flow could be optimized. 
This avoids turbulences and reduces noise 
considerably. Thanks to the noise reduction 
of up to 5 dB(A) when idling and up to 2 
dB(A) during operation, working conditions 
could be improved significantly. The applica-
tion by renowned machine manufacturers 
as standard equipment and the number of 
imitations shows the efficiency of this Low-
Noise design

 I Adaption of the tooth geometry to high-quality 
applications which are increasingly deman-
ded for the production of furniture fronts and 
for high-quality furniture. This means shorter 
teeth and optimized shear angles and especial-
ly less variations with the effective hook angle. 
This improves above all the cutting quality in 
loose cores and thicker panels as well as in dif-
ficult and sensitive coatings.

The LEUCO DIAREX FinishJointer is resharp-
enable worldwide on conventional ma-
chine technology and can be obtained with 
symmetric or asymmetric tooth configura-
tion depending on the machine type.

Quality also depends on the interface
The LEUCO standard program covers 
the new aggregates too, which need a 
high-precision adapter with hydro bu-
shing increasingly used with machines 
for laser edging.
For these machine types no spindles 

LEUCO continued the success path taken with 
the LowNoise DIAMAX Jointing Cutters and 
transferred it to the DIA Jointing Cutter with 
full height diamond tips. This means:
 I Larger DIAREX resharpening area compared 
to DIAMAX or similar tool systems with redu-
ced resharpening area or tipping height. Up to 
10 resharpenings are possible - the maximum 
which can be reached with a given adjustment 
range of the jointing aggregat.

 I Consequent implementation of the LEUCO 
LowNoise design with rounded gullets for 
reduction of wind noise.

with feather key are used but high-precision 
smooth spindles with a 30 mm diameter and a 
hexagonal adapter serving as twist-lock. 
Another positive effect is the reduced residual 
imbalance of the whole system thanks to the cen-
tric clamping. The tool is mounted on the hydro 
bushing and remains there during the whole life 
cycle to form a unit with highest run-out accuracy.
The clamping of the tool including the hydro bu-
shing on the spindle is made via axial impressure-
ment which avoids time-consuming dismantling 
of the dust hood.

A solution for everybody
The solution offered 
by LEUCO covers all 
edge banding 
machines with 
hydro spindle cur-
rently available 
on the market - a 
solution for all 
machines with 
clamping heights 
of 30-100 mm 
and tool diameter 
of 125-150 mm. In this case too, the achieved 
quantity effects have a positive influence on the 
price-performance ratio.

Hydro bushing 
on the machine side 

together with 
LeuCo on SiLent 
feet
LowNoise Jointing Cutter Family:  
DIAMAX-, DIAREX- and  
SmartJointer-Cutters

When jointing wood materials before glue-
ing or laser edging, there are 3 decisive suc-
cess factors for the jointing cutters used for 
jump-milling:

1. the achievable cutting quality depen 
 ding on panel and coating
2. the achievable edge life
3. the noise emission on a milling aggre 
 gate which is not encased by a cabin but  
 only by the metal sheet of the dust hood

The new DP LEUCO Jointing Cutter family 
offers a solution for each requirement.

LeuCo diareX finiShJointer
Large resharpening area, brillant quality
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The low weight of the SmartJointer is 
due to the high-tensile aluminum body. 

Dynamic processes such as jump-milling con-
sume only a fraction of the energy needed so far.

The main characteristic of this system is 
the re-usable tool body which saves re-

sources.
 The exchangeable cutting inserts are de-
signed with integrated gullets => these gullets 
reduce the scouring by abrasive chips. The 
body can be re-used more often.

During the development of the system 
special attention was given to noise re-

duction like in the case of the brazed Low-
Noise Jointing Cutter. No problem for the low-
weight DP SmartJointer. The sound pressure 
level is reduced by 2 dB(A) during operation 

thanks to the lower weight of the aluminum 
body (vibration reduction) and thanks to mea-
sures described above (e.g. lower edge pro-
jection). With 4 dB(A), this reduction is even 
more significant when idling. 

With regard to performance, results are simi-
lar to the brazed diamond tools, e.g. long edge 
lives and high cutting qualities. The shear an-
gle was even increased compared 
to standard jointing cutters. Thus, 
the LEUCO DP SmartJointer is de-
signed for even higher cutting 
qualities.

Less weight, less noise, resource saving and 
technically convincing - simply smart, the 
SmartJointer by LEUCO.

the right one 
for aLL CaSeS 
LEUCO jointing cutter 
program for each demand

Overview

The DIAREX FinishJointer com-
pletes the current LEUCO jointing 
cutter program.

The advantages of the cost-
optimized DIAMAX LowNoise 
jointing cutter and the LowNoise 
SmartJointer are combined with 
an increased resharpening area 
prolongating tool life and an 
optimized tooth geometry.

In detail, this means excellent 
cutting quality in coatings and 
middle layers, long edge lives 
and low noise as well as a good 
price-performance ratio.

 The overview on the right 
shows the details:

DIAMAX 
LowNoise

Smart
Jointer

DIAREX 
FinishJointer

LEUCO 
p-System 

Features

tool body features steel aluminium body steel steel

gullet design pocket shape 
with rounded-off 
edges and studs

pocket shape in 
interchangeable 
steel version

pocket shape 
with rounded-off 
edges and studs

pocket form

shear angle 30+° 35+° 43+° 70° 

tooth length approx. 12.35 mm approx. 14.2 mm approx. 8.5 mm approx. 14 mm

flow optimization / LowNoise 
design

++++ ++++ +++ +

resharpening area 1.5 mm 1.5 mm 3 mm 4 mm

tooth configuration asymm. and 
symmetrical

asymm. and 
symmetrical

asymm. and 
symmetrical

symm. recom-
mendable

arrangement of cutting edges in pairs mostly in pairs random arranged linear 
obliquely

availability from stock stock mostly stock mostly stock partly stock

chip caption ++++ / CM +++ ++++ / CM +++

suitable for laser-edge-technology ++ ++ +++ ++++

tooth fixation soldered exchangeable DP 
cutting edges

soldered soldered

running meter performance ++ ++ +++ ++++

cutting quality cover layer ++ ++ +++ ++++

cutting quality middle layer ++ ++ ++++ +++

no. of teeth 2-3 2-3 3-5 2-4

Legend + suitable ++ good +++ very good ++++ maximal

Low weight and Low noiSe – two Smart CharaCteriStiCS
LowNoise brazed DIA Jointing Cutter
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Neuform –Türenwerk Hans Glock GmbH & Co. 
KG manufactures door panels at 2 locations with 
approximately 240 employees in Germany. Door 
sizes of up to 3200 x 1600 mm, with a thickness 
of up to 90 mm and therefore a mass of up to 
250 kg per panel, illustrate the extremity of the 
necessary specifications of the machine and 
tooling.

Whether 4 or 10 passes are needed per 
door until finished, the selection of LEUCO 
tools meets the necessary requirements. 
At stations 1 and 2, the panel is scored with the 
feed. This is carried out by a scoring hogger, 
which inwardly removes various top surfaces 
and core materials in a step cut design, which 
prevents chipping of the trailing edge during 
cross-processing.

Station 3 is a servo-controlled scoring unit, and 
at station 4 the whole cutting width is milled 
with a hogging tool. It is important to cut with a 
minimised feed rate per tooth; this is also the 
case for the second and third hogging lines. At 
stations 5 and 6 the rebate is milled in alternate 
directions, the second aggregate is a jumping 
spindle.

At stations 7, 8, 9, 37, 38 and 39 the whole range 
of door panels are trimmed and Schallex-grooved 
in alternate directions with an automatic con-
trolled z-axis. The Neuform product range covers 
8 – 34mm and all common double-grooves for 
the complete door panel.

The jointing cutters are all specifically designed 
for each door panel width to achieve maximum 
cutting quality and tool life. For example, the cut-
ters for processing fire-doors have special tooth 
geometry and cutting material. It is remarkable, 
that in between these corresponding aggregates 
there are 26 further stations. The reason for this 
is the limited space in the formatting section, at 
the same time this proves the precision of ma-
chine and tooling when the same Schallex-
groove is processed over such a distance with-
out any offset.
There is yet another LEUCO specialty at station 
10. The rebate is processed with a special prism 
rebate cutter at an inclination of 45°. In this way 
a long and soft tooth entrance can be achieved. 

This helps to smoothen the surface and to make 
the usual cutter marks almost invisible – even af-
ter lacquering or spraying.

Now the conventional part of door panel 
and rebate processing is commenced. 
One specific aggregate is the double-ripping 
unit; here the overhang is scored in 2 lines to en-
able the precise positioning of the veneer in the 
rebate.
 
At stations 34 and 35 there is a rebate clipping 
saw with a lower positioned raker tip to avoid ad-
hesion on the side of the teeth. On the multi-pro-
filing units, different radii and bevels can be pro-
cessed in a batch size 1 manner, within a gap of 
less than 400mm.

All these rebate processing aggregates have in 
common that they are specifically designed to 
cover the extreme variety of door panels and en-
sure the highest possible productivity of the line.

In a project like this, the challenge for the tool 
manufacturer is to define together with the cus-
tomer and the machine manufacturer the techni-
cal parameter, performance requirements and 
processing line-up as well as to support the cus-
tomer during installation and set-up of the line. 
LEUCO proves once more to be an innovative, 
trend-setting and reliable partner for the door 
manufacturing industry.

The new machine is a unilateral IMA Combina through-feed system, which is equipped with a 
double feed chain due to the heavy workpieces that can be processed.

The scoring hogger inwardly removes various 
top surfaces and core materials in a step cut 
design, which prevents chipping of the trailing 
edge during cross-processing.

LeuCo a ComPetent Partner for  
door manufaCturerS 
Small production batch, high quality expectations –  
producing door panels in a batch size of 1

Perfect quality from Neuform: Door panel with 
foiled edges without chipping; double rebate 
and 3.5mm door seal.
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high pressure area (red)

low pressure 
area (blue)

we make the radiuS Shine
Scraper „LEUCO TwinBlade“

Thanks to its convincing advantages, laser 
edging has established itself quickly in the 
furniture industry and contributes its share 
in the trend to high-brilliance furniture 
parts. The jointless edge optics makes new 
demands with regard to edge trimming 
such as avoiding material fracturing, mat 
surfaces and color fastness. 

LEUCO makes the radius shine -
„TwinBlade“ stands for two intelligently com-
bined scrapers which are characterized by 
precisely matched dimensions and a special-
ly developed jointing technique.
The TwinBlade tool works according to the 
principle of linear hogging. The high brilli-
ance of acrylic edges is reached thanks to the 
perfect match of pre-cut knife and finish-cut 
knife by a vertical offset of the profiles. The 
pre-cut knife creates the overall profile and a 
thick chip. With a constant, razor-thin chip, the 
finish-cut knife creates a smooth and brilliant 
edge surface without material fracturing or 
cutter marks. 

„TwinBlade“ scrapers offer a new quickly change-
able tool for the finishing process of edge trimming. 

A decisive cri-
teria is the exact po-

sitioning of both knives in 
the range of thousandths of a 

millimeter. The function of the knife combina-
tion is additionally supported by a nozzle 
which blows out the chips and is integrated 
in the spacer.

Thanks to the „TwinBlade“ scraper, LEUCO 
made convincing progress in linear hogging. 
It backs the trend to visually appealing and 
humidity-resistant high quality furniture in 
high-gloss optic and makes serial production 
of these furniture parts profitable.

Innovations for edge trimming

Air pressure areas on a standard tool (left) and on an AirStream tool (right)

Where work is done you have to clean up 
chips. This fact was already known by our 
grandfathers. Now, in cooperation with 
HOLZ-HER, LEUCO found a solution to show 
the chips the right direction, furthermore wit-
hout loud noise.

In the case of edge trimming, everybody 
wants a clean machine and no chips on the 
workpiece. With the new „AirStream-Sys-
tem“ we actively influence the chip flow. The 
AirStream-System uses the rotation of the 
tool and exerts targeted effect on the air flow 
to direct the chip flow. In combination with 
the hood the chip is „told“ at the right time 
when and in which direction it has to leave 

the gullet. Thus, a chip caption degree of 
97% can be reached! Furthermore, the im-
proved chip direction prevents double hog-
ging of the chips. This has positive effects on 
the edge life. 

How do tools work on the LEUCO 
„AirStream“ basis?
In the case of standard tools, a low pressure 
area is created behind the cutting edge and 
on one side of the gullet as here the air flow 
stalls. A high pressure area is created on the 
face of the cutting edge (see illustration 1). 
These different air pressure areas try to level 
out and the pressure fluctuations are percei-
ved as noise. In the case of „AirStream“ tools 

a bore at the right place 
on the tool prevents the 
creation of air pressure 
areas. So where nothing is, nothing has to le-
vel out and in addition to the 97% chip capti-
on a sound reduction of 3 dB(A) is reached. 
For the machine operators this means a hal-
ving of the sound source. They have the im-
pression that only one tool is in operation.

With immediate effect, the AirStream-Sys-
tem is integrated in all HOLZ-HER edge trim-
ming machines with aggregates 1826 and 
1828. 

Quite a lot of technology in one single tool: 
LEUCO and HOLZ-HER show that innovation 
and quality are in the details.

The new LEUCO AirStream-System

we Lead the ChiP in the right direCtion!
Edge trimming with a chip caption degree of 97%
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new finger Joint Cutter tyPeS
LEUCO faces needs 

sary. On request, the cutter for finger jointing 
lines for the machining of soft and hard 
woods can be delivered with a LEUCO Top-
coat coating which prolongs the edge life up 
to 3 times. 
 
The new HSS-tipped finger joint cutter 
with LEUCO Topcoat coating prolongs the 
edge life up to 3 times. 
Thanks to the coating, both cutting pressure 
and knife breakage are reduced. The coating 
is permanent and can be resharpened wit-
hout problems. 

The manufacturing quality of finger joint 
cutters is one of the most important fac-
tors to obtain quality for the production of 
finger joints.
Process-safe solder connections, polished 
hubs ground in the micrometer range, high ba-
lancing quality and sharpening know-how are 
factors LEUCO customers can rely on in the 
case of the new finger joint cutters, too. 

With immediate effect, new interesting 
finger joint cutters are available: finger 
joint cutters for the production of PUR 
glueings, finger joint cutterheads with 
HSS profile knives and coated HSS finger 
joint cutters. 

Program for the production of fingers for 
PUR glueing: 
The HSS-tipped tools for finger jointing lines 
without cross-cutting device are applied for 
the production of longitudinal joints. The ad-
vantage of the cutter lies in the cutting angle 
of the single fingers. This cutting angle is flat-
ter than in the case of conventional finger 
joint cutters and is excellently suitable for the 
glueing with PUR glue.  

On the one hand the special feature of the 
finger joint cutterhead is the cutterhead 
version with exchangeable HSS knives. 
On the other hand, most of the common kni-
ves can be used, no special design is neces-

Cutterhead for fingers for PUR glueing (left) and cutterhead with exchangeable HSS standard knives

* on request     ++ very well suited   + well suited  o possible  -- not possible / not suited

Application / 
Design

Finger Joint Cutters Disc-Type Finger Joint Cutters Cutterhead

Finger Joint 
Cutters HS

Finger Jointing 
Cutters HS 

Solid 34

Finger Joint 
Cutters HW

Finger 
Joint 

Cutters 
HW soft 

wood

Finger Joint 
Cutters HW 
hard wood

Finger Joint 
Cutters HW 
exotic wood

Finger Joint 
Cutterhead

G
lu

-
ei

n
g normal + + + + + + + + + + + + + +

fiber free + + o o o o o o

W
oo

d 
ty

pe
s coniferous wood + + + + o + + + + o + +

deciduous wood + + + + + -- + + + + o

tropical timber o + + -- + + + o

P
ro

fi
le

 le
n

gt
h with hogger saw 

blade
10/11 15/16,5 20/22 10/11 15/16,5 20/22 10/11 15/16,5 -- 10/11 10/11 15/16,5 -- 10/11 15/16,5 -- --

without hogger 
saw blade

10/10 15/15 20/20 10/10 15/15 20/20 10/10 15/15 -- -- -- -- -- -- 10/10 10/11 15/15 15/16,5

C
oa

ti
n

g 
po

ss
ib

ili
ti

es non-stick coating -- -- -- topcoat topcoat -- --

edge life coating topcoat topcoat(*) topcoat(*)
topcoat/ 

topcoat plus
(*) (*) topcoat

Ed
ge

 li
fe

 
co

m
pa

ri
so

n uncoated 100%
up to 300% - 

400 %
400% (increased risk 

of breaking)
100% 100% 100% 100%

topcoat
300%

 > 500 % (*) (*)
200%

200% --
200% - 300%

topcoat plus -- -- -- > 400% (*) (*) --

ComPLete finger Joint Cutter Program of LeuCo
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  = feasible and effective  = feasible, but without any effect and therefore not recommended 
(1) evtl. for hogger saw blade; (2) for nf and plastics: grinding quality is more important than a coating. 
for solid wood: yes; for chipboard, abrasive material: rather no; (3 )for nf and plastics: grinding quality is more important than a 
coating. for solid wood: no; for chipboard, abrasive material: yes

Type of tool 
Aim of the coating

nonstick
(teeth)

nonstick
(body)

wear reduction
(teeth)

wear reduction
 (body)

heat 
protection

TCT sawblade    (1)  

PCD sawblade     
Finger jointing cutter     
Finger jointing disc     
TC endmill  -  - 

Turn over knife     
Brazed cutter  (2) - (3) -  

PCD hogger  -  - 

TC scraper (3) - (3) - -

PCD scraper  -  - -

the foLLowing tabLe SetS for different tyPeS of tooLS, what 
iS the feaSibLe, uSefuL and effeCtive funCtion of a Coating:

nonStiCk, wear reduCtion or heat ProteCtion
LEUCO coating of tools with system 

Not all coatings are alike
Before a tool will be coated it is already operati-
onal. The treatment with a coating only makes 
sense if the benefit increases. Because coating 
does not mean to make a colored surface to a 
operational tool. So you should understand the 
problem tool / material / customer expecta-
tions (= performances): 

 I The tool: its components will determine the 
type of coating: brazed solid carbide or piece; 
cutting material of carbide or HSS

 I Workpiece: for the choice of the most suita-
ble grade of carbide, the material cut, milled or 
drilled directs the choice of the coating. If a 
material is particularly abrasive or sticky, the 
most effective coating can vary.

 I Performance: To improve this, we have to de-
termine the reason for failure on the tools: 
wear, contamination or deformation.

„Non stick“ applied to the edge of the tool 
will be particularly sought when solid wood 
will be milled or profiled: finger jointing tools, 
TOK, knifes. For plastics, except for scrap-

pers, it is better to work on the quality of shar-
pening for solid carbide.
„Non stick“ applied to the substrate, e.g. to 
the sawblade body will prevent clogging and 
unwanted heating.
„Wear reduction” is obviously the primary ob-
jective of coatings technology. Degradation 
phenomena of tungsten carbides are well 
known: adhesive wear, abrasion, corrosion or 

diffusion. Applied on a carbide substrate with 
medium hardness of 1800HV, a coating can 
double the hardness; for TCT saw blade, brazed 
cutter, finger jointing tools; scraper knifes. The 
heat resistance or the possibility to keep the 
hardness at high temperature is effective to and 
maintain the hot hardness of some coating is 
effective on finger jointing cutters and on solid 
carbide mills.
„Wear reduction“ applied to the support, is 
useful for tools that have a very high lifetime 
(PCD hogger, PCD saw blades) or in the case of 
highly abrasive materials (gypsum, cement).

Take advantage of the LEUCO know-how about 
coatings.

LEUCO topcoat: Coatings of the 
cutting edges
LEUCO OXYTOP and PTFE: 
Coating of the tool body to 
protect from corrosion and 
adhesion. 
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Sawing Jointing edge trimming

Low noiSe with SyStem
LEUCO System Philosophy

audibLe: 
LeuCo LownoiSe tooLS reduCe 
the noiSe LeveL when idLing 
and during oPeration.

Depending on the tool type different 
measures are applied.
 I noise reduction via material choice / tool 
body weight like steel/aluminum

 I tool body treatment e.g. expansion slots 
and laser ornaments

 I aerodynamic design of tooth geometries 
and gullets

g5-SyStem 
LEUCO System Philosophy

dividing Sizing grooving

PerfeCt for uSe in

 I wood-based panels, solid wood, 
plastics, material mix, lightweight 
construction 

 I table saws, panel sizing saws, 
cross-cut saws, CNC

eXCeLLent Cutting:
the SuCCeSSfuL LeuCo 
g5 tooth Combination 
ConSiSting of atb right-
Left-right-Left and a fLat 
tooth waS tranSferred to 
further aPPLiCationS.

g5-SyStem StandS for

 I excellent cutting quality
 I low cutting pressure
 I thin kerfs
 I long edge lives
 I low noise level

trimming
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The precision achieved convinced Wolfgang 
Wochner and his staff immediately, particu-
larly because they process expensive and 
exclusive solid wood for grandfather clock 
cabinets, exclusive side boards and cabi-
nets, jewellery boxes, automatic watch mo-
vers, Humidors, desks and safe casings. The 
original and main product still is, however, 
solid wood grandfather clock cabinets.

Nice and easy
WOCHNER have installed the G5 sawblades 
on various table saws as well as on their 4 
and 5-axis CNC work centres. The emplo-
yees at these machines are not only satis-
fied with the quality achieved, but also with 
the reduced noise emission of the 
sawblades. Specific laser ornaments reduce 
the vibration of the saw body and therefore 
the noise emission. According to LEUCO the 
noise level is reduced by up to 10 dB compa-
red with conventional sawblades. The hu-
man ear perceives the noise to have been 
reduced by 50% when a reduction of 3 dB is 
achieved.

Low cutting pressure
According to WOCHNER, the reduced kerf 
of 3 mm for format sawblades and 4 mm for 
panel sizing sawblades is an additional ad-
vantage, because smaller cutting widths 
mean less cutting pressure. This effect beco-
mes evident when contemplating the power 
consumption of the machines and the quali-
ty, especially when cutting veneer or paper-
faced wood-derived panels, materials that 
are frequently in use at WOCHNER.

Universal tool
The G5 sawblade also shows its wide range 
of cutting applications when cutting honey-
comb lightweight panels, or when cutting 
thin plastic profiles. Wolfgang Wochner ap-
preciates the fact that no additional 
sawblades are required for these types of ma-
terials. In addition the G5 sawblades are also 
a top solution for groove cuts. It is available 
as a standard item in cutting widths of three, 
four and 5 mm. It is also very important that 
he can cut even carbon foil panels with the 
same sawblade – a lamination used for high-
end loudspeaker cabinets.
pictures: wolfgang rüter. extract, original article was 

published in the magazine „dds“, issue 4/2103

The fist G5 experience for MD and owner 
Wolfgang Wochner and his staff was two ye-
ars ago, when LEUCO ordered cutting samp-
les in various materials for the LIGNA fair. 
LEUCO supplied the latest developed sawbla-
de to cut the samples. The idea was to prove 
the precision and quality of the cuts in vario-
us materials and profiles. Even when cutting 
against the grain and without a counter-pi-
ece, the cutting quality is absolutely chip-
free.
Approximately 50 people are employed by 
the expert in cabinet making and exclusive 
timber products in Rosenfeld-Heiligenzim-
mern. Among the clients are clockwork ma-
nufacturers and producers of luxury goods 
that have wooden components and/or 
wooden surfaces. They all value the quality 
and precision of Wochner products, exactly 
what they expect from their own products, 
too.
Whether cutting with or against the grain, 
the G5 gives such a precise and fine finish – it 
even saves additional treatment. The cutting 
surfaces have a fine finish and are immediate-
ly ready for lacquering or painting. With end 
cuts across the grain there is no chipping and 
therefore no additional grinding is required 
as is necessary with conventional sawblades. 
The cutting quality is also identical on both 
sides. The production process is easier and 
more efficient.

Special tooth configuration
The secret is the „group-of-five“ tooth confi-
guration, combining four alternate top bevel 
teeth (with shear angle) and one flat tooth. 

Excellent cutting quality achieved 
with a g5 sawblade without 
counter-piece

groove cuts on CNC work centre. 
WOCHNER carries out inclined 
cuts.

Tight: Whoever has had to do a mitre joint by hand, 
knows what it takes to achieve such a result.

User report

„high five” for eXCeLLent CutS
Four alternate top bevel teeth followed by a flat one – that is the LEUCO line up for extremely pre-
cise and clean cuts. Much ado about nothing? That is exactly what dds is investigating with, and at 
the user and cabinet manufacturer WOCHNER.
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overview PaneL Sizing Saw bLade Program
LEUCO sets standards for quality, edge live and noise level

Innovative program of TC tipped panel sizing saw blades

the right one  
for eaCh 
aPPLiCation! 

The multi-functional saw blade 
for pressure beam machines is 
available from stock in diameters 
from 350 to 450 mm. 
Excellent cutting results can be 
obtained in single sheets and 
stacks up to 80 mm.

The powerful saw blade for stack 
cuts with high running meter per-
formance is available from stock 
in diameters from 480 to 730 
mm. 
The maximal cutting height is 
215 mm.

For excellent cutting results in ply-
wood boards, wood core plywood, 
veneered or paper-laminated pa-
nels and – due to the very low cut-
ting pressure – also in honeycomb 
panels. Cutting width 4.0 mm. The 
UniCut g5 is available from stock 
with diameters from 350 to 450 
mm. Matching the main saw blades 
there are scoring saw blades with 
cutting width 4.0 - 4.8 mm. 

SPeedCut PLuS
For finish cuts in single sheets, 
best cutting edege quality. 
Stack cuts are possible to a maxi-
mal cutting height up to 100 
mm. 
Available ex stock with diame-
ters from 280 to 520 mm. 

Cutting quality, volumes, material variety ... the LEUCO Panel Sizing Saw Blade program offers the 
opportunity to meet these demands in an individual way. LEUCO improved 2012/ 2013 the whole range 
of TC tipped panel sizing saw blades with a high-performance cutting material, developed the grinding 
technology for less surface roughness and optimizes the tool bodies. 
The benefits are: no tooth breaking in spite of extremely wear resistant tungsten carbide, increase 
of edge lives by approx. 30 % as well as audible reduced noise when cutting or idling by 4 dB (A).

uniCut g5-SyStem finiShCut PLuSuniCut / uniCut PLuS

A saw blade is noise-reduced if a quick dam-
pening and thus calming of the saw blade in 
the case of external stimulation is reached. In 
practical tests you knock against the saw 
blade and if you hear only a thud, the saw 
blade is vibration-reduced and running 
smoothly when cutting and idling.
This result is reached by laser ornaments and 
additional expansion slots. 

Due to the improvements through the new 
saw blade range the noise at work and when 
idling is reduced to 4 dB(A).

LownoiSe Sawing
What does „LowNoise“ & „LowVibration“ mean?

 I HL Board 03 plus
 I Cutting geometry  
„g5-System“

 I Laser ornaments and 
expansion slots

eSSentiaL featureS of the hw-Program
SpeedCut-, UniCut- and FinishCut-Family

SPeedCut PLuS
uniCut PLuS
finiShCut PLuS

uniCut  
g5-SyStem

 I Carbide grade  
HL Board 03 plus

 I Tooth shape TR-F-FA 
with SpeedCut Plus 
and UniCut Plus

 I Tooth shape TR-TR 
with FinishCut Plus

 I Laser ornaments and 
expansion slots

uniCut
 I Carbide grade  
HL Board 03 plus 
(TR-F)

 I HL Board 06 (WS)

at work idle
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LeuCo highLine
The new quality standard by LEUCO

 I HW-tipped saw teeth in ultra grain qualtiy:
 I „HL Board 06“ for sizing saw blades, „HL 
Board 10b“ for trimming and NF-saw 
blades

 I Special laser ornaments for vibration dam-
pening and a clearly perceptible noise red-
uction.

With the LEUCO Highline saw blades, the cu-
stomers benefit from the excellent cutting 
results with convincing edge lives. The new 
Highline Sizing and Scoring Saw Blades by 
LEUCO convince through an excellent price-
performance ratio and are the ideal tool for 
users of standard saw blades.

With immediate effect, LEUCO offers the most 
popular sizing saw blades with different tooth 
rows and tooth configurations for the machining 
of the most various materials - e.g. solid wood, 
particle boards, composite materials - in the new 
LEUCO quality standard „LEUCO Highline“. This 
quality standard is also available for scoring, 
trimming and NF saw blades. It replaces the pre-
vious LEUCO quality level „Proline“.

Saw blades of the „LEUCO Highline“ quality 
standard have a multitude of new features 
in common:
 I All saw blades are heat-treated and thermi-
cally adjusted for optimal runout tolerance.

Saw bLadeS for Saw miLLS
Complete range of products by LEUCO

The LEUCO saw blade program stands for ex-
cellent results with regard to edge life, cut-
ting quality and process safety in saw mills. 

The advantages of the saw blades are 
 I Surface treatment of the tool bodies for 
less friction. Less friction means that less 
heat can penetrate the tool body. Thanks 

to the surface protection less resin can be 
deposited on the tool body. 

 I Tool body quality of the program: lower 
risk of sawing untrue and thus higher pro-
cess safety

 I The saw blades are perfectly suitable for 
sawing frozen wood.

new ConiCaL „eCo“ SCoring Saw bLadeS
Achieve more with less!

Visibly less tungsten carbide is used for the 
tipping of the new conical scoring saw blades 
than in the case of other scoring saw blades. 
Thus, tungsten carbide is saved which redu-
ces the price for these tools. Nevertheless, the 
number of possible resharpenings remains 
constant in spite of the smaller tipping height. 
The scoring depth of the new scoring saw 
blades is smaller than usual; e.g. in the case of 
a conical scoring saw blade with hollow back 
with a cutting width of 5.2 mm requires now a 
scoring depth of only 1.6 mm whereas previ-
ously 2.4 mm were necessary. Cutting pressu-
re is reduced, current consumption decreases. 

The new program is equipped with a new 
higher quality carbide grade and offers edge 
lives increased in average by 20%. 

Adjustment of the scoring depth 
in relation the scoring widths: 
± 1 mm height adjustment 
results in a change of cutting 
width by ± 0,21 mm

edge Life

cutting QuaLity

reduction of cutting PreSSure

Low noiSe, Low vibration

 reSource efficiency

Sawing

The new conical scoring saw blades are suitable 
for all common table and panel sizing saws. 
They are offered with a flat tooth, ATB or a 
hollow back tooth.
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The main task of a clamping system is to 
create a link between tool and spindle 
regardless whether it is a shank-type tool or a 
tool with bore. It has to be made sure that the 
necessary torque can be transmitted and that 

CLamPing eLementS for CnC teChnoLogy
Which is most suitable for you?

Overview clamping systems

during operation the emerging longitudinal 
and lateral forces can be absorbed. 
In addition, the clamping element must create 
a perfectly aligned link to the tool as well as to 
the motor spindle. 

The LEUCO range of clamping elements 
covers applications with low demands as well 
as high-end applications.

LeuCo CLamPing SyStem for Stationary routerS

Clamping System Draw-in collet chuck Hydro Clamping System  
ps-System

Heat shrink-fit chuck Power shrink-fit chuck 
Tribos

Operating principle The collet chuck (1) is cone-
shaped on the outside and has 
a cylindrical bore where tools 
are inserted. The collet chuck is 
radially slotted. The round head 
screw (2) clamps the collet 
chuck in the draw-in collet 
chuck (3); thus the tool is fixed. 

The closed hydraulic system allows 
highest clamping forces. By means 
of an allen wrench the liquid (1) 
is squeezed and compresses the 
cylindrical bore (2). This creates 
high clamping forces which fix the 
tools safely. 

In a special shrinking device the chuck 
is warmed by induction to up to 250° so 
that the clamping area is widened and the 
tool can be inserted. During the following 
cooling process the clamping area shrinks 
and the tool shaft is clamped. 

Concentric accuracy 0.02 to 0.06 mm < 0.006 mm < 0.003 mm < 0.003 mm

Max. RPM 18,000 min-1 (24.000 min-1) 30,000 min-1 30,000 min-1 40,000 min-1

Sense of rotation right/left Rigth/Left suitable
(Attention with large 
Ø diameter and 
heavy tools!)

Rigth/Left to be used without 
problems

Rigth/Left to be used without problems Rigth/Left to be used without 
problems

Handling Simple handling in cost-
effective tool holders by means 
of hook wrenches

Very simple handling, impressure-
ment without effort by means of 
hexagonal allen wrench

Complex handling by means of shrinking 
device. Trained staff and separate room 
(high temperatures when clamping) 
necessary. 

Simple handling by means of 
hydraulic press

Clamping errors Operating error possible when 
building up the clamping force. 
User determines the torque. 

Operating error improbable when 
building up the clamping force.

Operating error improbable when building 
up the clamping force.

No operating error when building 
up the clamping force.

Smooth running good excellent excellent excellent

Cutting quality good excellent excellent excellent

Edge life good excellent excellent excellent

Recommended 
application area

Low demand applications (e.g. 
drill bits, Z1-shank-type cutters). 

Cost-effective and flexible 
clamping element. 

High demand applications. 

User-friendly clamping element.

High demand applications. 

Shrinking device and possibly additional 
induction coils for larger tool diameter 
necessary.

High demand applications. 

Very slim design.
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Long edge lives, excellent cutting quality in 
the top layers and on the edges combined 
with high economic efficiency. These are the 
demands on high performance shank-type 
cutters. 

In this case, the «CM» cutter concept de-
veloped by LEUCO takes effect. 
CM stands for «Chip Meister» , casually for-
mulated «Lord of the chips». 
By means of this measure the chip caption 
degree could be considerably improved. 
This means increased edge lives, increased 
machine availability and at the same time ex-
cellent workpiece quality. The advantages for 
the customers are increased productivity and 
economic efficiency of the machine. 
The worse chips which are created by milling 
are transported through the cutting gap – es-
pecially in the case of dividing cuts (Nesting!), 
the bigger the effect of double hogging. This 
inevitably leads to increased heat develop-
ment and thus accelerates the blunting of the 
tool. The CM cutting edge and gullet design 

Remaining chip quantities when nesting with 
CM Cutters & AEROTECH

The directed chip flow thanks to the optimized 
„LEUCO CM“ cutting edge geometry can be 
seen during the milling process on a machine.

The «Lord of the 
chips» is characterized 
by maximum gullet 
size designed to 
optimize the chip flow.
The CM concept was  
realized for the 
DP Nesting High 
Performance Shank- 
Type Cutters, too.

The chip extraction 
turbine AEROTECH 
Universal allows the use 
of shank diameters from 
6 to 16 mm. 

Lord of the ChiPS
LEUCO Chip Meister (CM) tools, extraction turbine „AEROTECH Universal“

Smart cnc

duSt Prevention 

concentric accuracy

Productivity increaSe

tooth geometry

Stationary 
ProceSSing

improves upward chip transport and keeps 
the tool cooler. 

Clean environment thanks to the chip turbo
Another step to optimize the whole system of 
CNC operators is made by the use of the AERO-
TECH Universal. The turbine-like clamping and 
chip removal system funnels the chips lead up-
wards by the CM cutter and guides them 
through integrated openings to the dust extrac-
tion of the machine.
The impressive effectiveness of the system is 
shown by the small quantity of chips remaining 
on the workpiece or in the cutting gaps In addi-
tion, the cooling effect which is created has a 
positive effect on the edge lives of the tools.

The special features of the AEROTECH take ef-
fect particularly in Nesting processes but also 
in the case of chip- and dust-intensive pro-
cesses such as in series production of shutter 
grooves, door fillings, pockets in stair stringers, 
grooves or pockets in acoustic panels, milling 
of MDF or machining of Eternit panels.

Solutions for chip optimized processing on stationary routers 
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it iS the right tooL ConCePt that CountS
Tools for the machining of lightweight panels 

Athletics means sophisticated techniques of 
running, jumping and throwing. The LEUCO 
lightweight construction athletes stand for 
technique and concepts with HW and DP-
tipped tools for sawing, milling, drilling and 
hogging. 
It is important to analyze the application and 
consider the demands.

The decisive tool criteria for the machining of 
lightweight panels are: 
 I Homogeneous construction of the panel or 
cavity system panels

 I Edging on panels or special techniques 

such as Support Edge or Double Edge
 I Top layer in laminate thickness (< 1mm) or 
HDF top layer (> 2mm) 

 I Material thicknesses of 16 mm up to > 100 mm

Above all, the decisive tool criterion for the 
machining of lightweight panels is the red-
uction of cutting pressure by means of:
 I Reduction of the cutting widths
 I Aggressive tooth geometries, e.g. hogger 
with positive hook angle and increased use 
of shear angles

 I Combined cutting materials for combined 
workpiece materials

 I Adapted feedrate per tooth for less stable 
panels, but also larger cutting widths and 
cutting heights.

For lightweight construction the same is true 
as in the processing of conventional wood-
based panels: The more precise the prepara-
tion, the better the result - and work becomes 
easier with the right partners. Challenge us 
with your specific application! 

Above: clean cut thanks to pos-neg saw blade
Below: cut with standard saw blade

Tooth diagram „positive-negative saw blade“

SoLution for „hard materiaLS“ 
LEUCO Saw Blades „UniCut PN“ achieve smooth surfaces like planed

The best way to machine materials such as 
fiber and mineral composite materials as well 
as MDF and hard materials is by using dia-
mond tools. By means of diamond, edge lives 
are reached which would not be possible 
using carbide saw blades. 
Generally, standard saw blades have one dis-
advantage in these applications: They are de-
signed for an optimal quality of the edge to 
the top layer. The narrow surfaces are not 

considered. Here is the optimal solution for 
this problem: The LEUCO Positive-Negative 
Diamond Saw blade - the quality saw blade.

Features of the positive-negative Saw blade
Thanks to the combination of two different 
tooth configurations on the saw blade, the 
cutting results are optimized. The teeth are 
positioned in a group of 7 teeth: 5 quality 
teeth and 2 pre-cut teeth. The saw blade cuts 
easily thanks to the reduced number of teeth. 
Compared to a standard saw blade, the result 
is visibly and palpably better. 
Thanks to the peeling cut, a very smooth and 
plane surface with superior surface finish is 
generated. Postprocessing is clearly reduced 
or is no longer necessary at all.

Compared to particle boards, so-called „non-
wood materials“ have uncoated edges. This 
means that the edge to the top layer and the 
edge surface have to be chip-free and score 
mark free. With the right tools, „non-wood 
materials“ can be cut without problems on 
woodworking machines in finish-quality wit-
hout postprocessing.

high PerformanCe 
driLL bit... 
... with solid carbide body, D 10 mm 
now with length adjusting screw

NEW in the catalog

Thanks to its special tooth geometry, the 
through hole and dowel bit works with less 
cutting force, cutting pressure and heat deve-
lopment. LEUCO customers which have this 
drill bit already in operation are very satisfied 
with the drilling quality and the long edge lives 
also in composite materials. 
Recently, the VHW High Performance Drill Bitt 
with 10 mm diameter is available with a length 
adjusting screw and thus can be used for even 
more application cases on stationary boring 
machines, CNC machining centers and auto-
matic boring machines. 

Perfectly suited for drilling in solid wood, wood-
based panels and composite materials. 

Examples light-
weight panels: 

AirMaxx ® 

Dendrolight® 

Honey comb 
panel 
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LeuCo – ServiCe Provider 
…more than just a tool!

In the tooling industry, the development of 
the tool manufacturers and sharpening ser-
vice professionals to service providers is 
emerging ever more clearly. Parallel to tools 
and sharpening services, service provisions 
are now indispensable. True to the company 
philosophy - innovative – trend-setting and 
reliable –LEUCO provides its customers with 
tools that are specific to their needs and re-
quirements, depending on the application 
and the material to be processed. 
Not only is the correct tool selection impor-
tant for LEUCO, but also the high quality re-
pair and sharpening service plays an impor-
tant role. As well as the sharpening expertise 
among our employees, modern high-tech 
equipment guarantees the worldwide availa-
bility of tools in manufacturer quality.
LEUCO has been offering a diverse range of 
module based services for a number of years. 
Customers can select single components, or 
the entire service package. 
Different invoicing models, or a gradual, mo-
dular tool management are the selections a 
customer can make depending on the appli-
cation. 

What are LEUCO’s invoicing models? 
First of all, there is the consignment stock. 
This enables the customer to have a stock of 
tools at their factory. A tool can be taken from 
stock when it is needed in production, and 
then the customer receives an invoice for the 
tool. 
Life cycle invoicing is a second alternative. 
The customer is invoiced according to the 
sharpening frequency, i.e. the customer pays 
a percentage of the new tool cost at the same 
time as paying for the sharpening service.
Last but not least there is also the so-called 
„LEUCO-Leasing“. In this interesting model, 
LEUCO places the tool at the customer’s dis-
posal. The tool remains the property of the 
manufacturer – the cu-
stomer is invoiced for 
produced units (pay-on-
product). 

gradual, modular tool 
management
This is the first step of a special visualisation 
– the LEUCO colour code scheme. This is a co-
lour guiding scheme for tool, stock position 
and machine that provides a certain transpar-
ency for customer tool management. The be-
nefits are clear – a clear improvement in the 
tool acquirement and tool provision process. 

How does this system 
work? 
Each tool has a code 
consisting of a colour, 
which defines the tool 
type, and a letter, which 
defines the position on 
the machine at which 
the tool is required.

Additionally, each tool 
has an accompanying 
card including a colour 
code; this colour code is 
also allocated to a stock 
position, and a machine position for clear and 
easy recognition. If required, LEUCO can as-
sist the customer in developing a concept for 
their stock system, as well as helping to im-
plement it. It is also possible to retrieve a 
stock balance from the ERP system at any 
point in time, in this way orders can be given 
in time to re-stock, so that the customer has a 
constant supply of tools. The danger of a pro-
duction stop is ruled out entirely.

Based on these evaluations, useful informati-
on about the tool and its use can be obtained. 
At first it is information about the total 
amount of processes achieved with the tool 
or tool life that comes to mind. However, just 
as interesting is the actual number of re-shar-
pening compared to the pre-defined sharpe-
ning quota.

These parameters are extremely important 
for the further development of tools and the-
refore also play a crucial role in the manufac-
turing process optimisation at the customer. 
The focus is to minimise tool change and 
optimise set-up time, both contribute notice-
ably to higher efficiency in production pro-
cesses. 

Why should flooring manufacturers take 
advantage of LEUCO services? 
In the past few years the flooring manufactu-
rers, the formular1 in the woodworking in-
dustry, have been using the LEUCO leasing 
invoicing module. The module is combined 
with a co-ordinated tool management sys-
tem. In our experience, this is a long process, 
which gives both sides the opportunity for a 
sustainable and on-going process develop-
ment.

Such a module must be interesting for both 
sides i.e. customer and tool manufacturer. 
The following rule of thumb applies – the gre-
ater the capital commitment and the more 
assessable the required product spectrum, 
the more interesting this module can be. The-
se parameters are very often met by the floo-
ring manufacturers. 
Years of successful partnerships in this sec-
tor, confirm LEUCO as a solution orientated 
and competent partner.

In the flooring industry, a smooth production flow is very 
important. The „formulâ 1 of the woodworking and furniture 
industry“ works with high processing speeds and has high demands 
on quality and dimensional accuracy of the final product. Reliable tool 
logistics and correct use during assembly of the aggregates are therefore
of equal importance to the flooring industry as tool accuracy.

LEUCO offers a diverse range 

of module based services. The 

customer can either select single 

components, or an entire package.
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Blue Competence is an initiative for innova-
tive, environmentally-friendly product pro-
cessing, product design and ecological tech-
nologies in all branches of the German 
machine manufacturers association (VDMA). 

bLue ComPetenCe
LEUCO has always stood for sustainability

Blue Competence – how does it work?
All associated companies publish their speci-
fic reports and solutions for this current high 
priority subject. This task is supported by di-
rectives from the VDMA as the head organi-
sation, and its sub-organisation “wood”.
Strict sustainability criteria and standards 
must be adhered to by all the associated 
companies.

How does LEUCO implement 
Blue Competence?
LEUCO does not regard the subject of sustai-
nability to be a trend or just something to talk 
about – it is and has been for a long time an 
important guideline in the company’s history. 
For decades we have been engaged with the 
task of sustainability and the combined task 
of protection and improvement of the quality 
of life. Prominent highlights for LEUCO sustai-
nability are Duplovit saw-blades, i-system 
tooling, quick clamping systems and hoggers.

What does Blue Competence mean for 
LEUCO’s customers?
 I Efficient use of raw materials within the tool 
production.

 I Optimum utilization of the DP cutting mate-
rial with p-system tools. 

 I Optimized carbide grade and carbide di-
mensions achieve a better tool life while 
wasting fewer raw materials on the new 
LEUCO scoring sawblades.

 I Reduced reject ratio for our customers 
when using high quality and high perfor-
mance tooling systems and therefore redu-
ced costs per piece.

 I Significantly reduced noise- and dust emis-
sions, for example by using LowNoise and 
or Chipmeister system tools.

On www.bluecompetence.net the VDMA 
publishes more information about linked 
partner associations and companies.

We, as a tool manufacturer, consider 
ourselves responsible to provide the wood 
processing industry with solutions for reduced 
consumption of resources and energy. 

The desire to know all the exact details of tool 
performance and cost, is as old as the history of 
tools. How long has the tool been working on 
the machine? How many meters per hour does 
it process? How often has it been re-sharpen-
ed? What are the tool dimensions after sharpe-
ning? Companies have been committing a lot of 
time and effort to compiling Excel lists, databa-
ses and accompanying documents for years, in 
order to keep track of this data.

tranSParenCy and CoSt ControL
The LEUCO „iBlade“ is a comprehensive tool-data tracking package

iBlade –  the tool Intelligence

LEUCO heralds a new era with its RFID-
system „iBlade®“ 
The system consists of a RFID-Chip (Radio-
Frequency Identification) in the tool, an iBla-
de® data reader and the iBlade® software. 
The chip can store up to 30 sharpening cy-
cles plus additional information. The chip 
can be installed in nearly every tool. The 
iBlade® -chip is resistant against external 
disturbances such as magnetic fields, ul-
trasound and temperatures up to 150°. 
The iBlade® Reader can read and write data 
at a distance of up to 3mm. The reader can 
be connected to the computer system via 
either USB or Bluetooth, making it extremely 
user friendly. 

The iBlade® provides a new concept in the 
wood and furniture industry, whether in 
through-feed or stationary processing ma-
chines, whether for industrial or craft busi-
nesses. The decisive factor is the company orga-
nisation and the desire for transparency of tools. 

By the iBladeReader data is read from the chip 
or uploaded to the chip

With the new „RFID-System iBlade“ LEUCO 
provides its customers with a system, where 
data stored on the chip in the tool can easily 
be transferred to a PC and then processed 
using the i-Blade software, whether as 
protocols, analysis, or use and production flow 
optimisation. 
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For several years, the Drema trade show in 
Poznań (Poland) grants awards to the most 
innovative products presented on the trade 
show. 

This year, LEUCO Poland was granted the in-
novation award for the „LEUCO p-System“ by 
the exhibition company. The tool convinced 
the jury by the outstanding new technology 
of the tool itself, the application possibilities 
not possible so far and the achievable quality.

Anniversary cele-
brations at LEUCO 
Ukraine! 5 years 
have passed since 
LEUCO Ukraine 
started to offer the 
complete LEUCO tool 
program, application consulting in the tradi-
tional “LEUCO Know-how” way, and an ex-
cellent sharpening service. With pride we 
can say that there is no comparable sharpe-
ning service in the Ukraine, which offers a 
similar service for its customers. Furthermo-
re, LEUCO Ukraine can sharpen the LEUCO 
p-System on site.

At our Kiev location we have over 20 emplo-
yees working in production, service and ad-
ministration. LEUCO Ukraine is a reliable 
partner for all major furniture producing and 
wood processing companies.

The LEUCO daughter company in the USA, 
LEUCO Tool Corporation, extended their ser-
vice net at the beginning of 2013. In Brea (Ca-
lifornia, near Los Angeles) LEUCO opened a 
new ServiceCenter for sharpening service 
and new tools. Above all, the nearby compa-

LEUCO China won the „Supplier Award 
2012“ granted by the machine manufac-
turer Homag Machinery China. LEUCO Chi-
na clearly won the award among 150 sup-
pliers.

Homag Machinery China applied a complex 
process to determine the best supplier 
which comprised among other factors the 
parameters quality, on-time delivery, price 

innovation award 
for LeuCo PoLand 
Award for the „LEUCO p-System“

new ServiCe- 
Center in the uSa
LEUCO extends the service offer

beSt SuPPLier 
2012
LEUCO China wins the supplier award 
by Homag China

LEUCO Poland LEUCO Ukraine LEUCO USA

LEUCO China

nies will benefit as LEUCO can meet their re-
quirements faster and in a better way. Sou-
thern California is an important base of the 
American furniture industry.

development, stock turnover, terms of busi-
ness and service. 

The staff of LEUCO China is happy about 
this acknowledgement that Homag Machi-
nery China is satisfied not only with the 
tools but also with the overall performance.

5 yearS of growth 
and StabiLity

At the awards ceremony

At the awards ceremony

The new LEUCO ServiceCenter in Brea

LEUCO China was founded in 1997 in 
Shanghai. Today, LEUCO China´s location is 
in Taicang near Shanghai including a pro-
duction site and the sales office for China. 

Some time ago already, the production of 
diamond-tipped custom made tools started 
operations in Moscow. On-site, high-quality 
cutters are produced for russian customers 
with short delivery times. 
LEUCO Russia was founded in Moscow in 
2005, developed successfully and owns 
apart from the new production also a ser-
vice center with the most recent technical 
equipment and highly qualified employees. 

together on the 
way to SuCCeSS
Production of special profile cutters

LEUCO Russia

The customers benefit from the knowledge 
of the experienced sales team in Moscow as 
well as from qualified sales partners all over 
Russia. 

The colleagues Sergei Skoptsov, Vjateschelslav 
Sokolunin, Alexei Mordvinov and Anatolij 
Zajtsev (left to right) made   a major contribution 
to the building of the DP special tool production 
in Russia.
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Frank Diez is CEO of LEUCO AG with effect 
from July 01, 2012. 

With Frank Diez changing from the Super-
visory Board to the Executive Board, the 
shareholder families and the Supervisory 
Board show the personal continuity at the 
head of the company: Frank Diez has been 
an active member of the Supervisory Board 
since 1994 - he became Vice President in 
1996 and since 2002 he has been Presi-
dent of the Supervisory Board.

Mr. Diez, representing the shareholders, had 
a decisive part in the development of our 
company during the last two decades. As 
CEO he will be responsible for HR, Finance, 
Production, Service, Research & Develop-
ment and Supply Management. 

Frank Diez is married and has 4 children. 
He studied law and economics at the Uni-
versities in Tübingen and in Reutlingen 
(Germany). 

frank diez, 
new head of board 
LEUCO AG shows personal continuity at the top of the company group

Frank Diez

„LEUCO is worldwide one of the leading manuf-
acturers of precision tools for the machining of 
wood“, said Mr. Dimke. „The system partnership 
with the manufacturers of woodworking ma-
chines has a long tradition at LEUCO and is con-
sidered to be an innovation platform for our cu-
stomers and also for ourselves. I am glad to 
contribute the LEUCO knowledge and our un-
derstanding of the markets to the executive 
board of the VDMA association.“ 

Since 2005, Mr. Dimke has been a member of 
the LEUCO executive board in charge for Marke-
ting and Sales. Before joining LEUCO, he wor-
ked in top management positions of renowned 
globally operating companies. 
The woodworking machine sector within the 
VDMA association (Association of German Ma-
chine and Plant Engineering Companies) repre-
sents 90% of the German manufacturers of ma-
chines and tools for woodworking. 

Jörg reiner dimke, member of the  
eXeCutive board of the vdma
This is the first time in the 60 years of the LEUCO history that LEUCO is a  
member of the top management body of the VDMA.

Jörg Reiner Dimke

www.leuco.com

LEUCO completely changed their online pre-
sence. With the clearly structured and modern 
new homepage LEUCO present themselves as 
a competent partner for premium tools for the 
woodworking and furniture industry on an in-
ternational level. 
The first page lists the newest information 
about LEUCO and gives a quick overview of the 
LEUCO contact data. The menu item „Pro-
ducts“ gives information as to the tools. The 
new menu item „Solutions“ provides a multi-
tude of information around the tools, e.g. about 
specific applications such as through-feed and 

stationary machining, door manufacturing, 
flooring and cutting materials used for the 
tools. Clicking on „Career“, qualified young peo-
ple as well as professional and managerial staff 
can get an overview of LEUCO as an employer. 
In the Service menu item folders, catalogs and 

the new www.LeuCo.Com! 
Perfect on all devices

videos can be downloaded. 
Whether you have a PC, ta-
blet or smartphone - the dis-
play of the LEUCO home-
page is optimal on all 
devices. 
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LeuCo brandS you Can reLy on

The company Ledermann & Co. was foun-
ded in 1954 by Willi Ledermann and Josef 
Störzer in Horb am Neckar / Germany. The 
LEUCO brand was born. 

Today, almost 60 years later, LEUCO is one 
of the world ś largest suppliers of carbide 
and diamond-tipped machine tools for wood 
and plastic processing. Wealth of ideas and 
technical know-how have been the heart of 

LEUCO since the beginning. The product 
range includes circular saw blades, hoggers, 
bore-type and shank-type cutters, drills, 
clamping systems and inserts.

Sharpening service, application consulting 
and service packages bundled under the 
term „Tool management“ complete the spec-
trum. LEUCO sells via direct sales. Our cus-
tomers are sawmills, building-, furniture- 

and paneling-industry as well as interior 
finishing. 

Internationally, around 1,100 employees 
work for LEUCO. Sales affiliates are in Aus-
tralia, Belgium, England, Japan, Malaysia, 
Poland, Russia, Singapore, Thailand, 
Ukraine, USA and Belarus. Sales and pro-
duction subsidiaries are in China, France, 
Switzerland and South Africa.

daS iSt LeuCo 
Innovative, trend-setting and reliable –ww right from the beginning!

About LEUCO
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